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1.  Rudina Laka, Tirana Observer, http://www.tiranaobserver.al/2011/11/21/
ne-shqiperi-ka-113-parti-politike-te-regjistruara/

2.  World Values Survey, 4th wave, 2002 results for Albania. 

1. Introduction

From the end of World War II till 1991, Albania was under 
one of the most radical one-party communist regimes 
and allowed no pluralism of ideas let alone of political 
organizations. The first elections that were organized with 
the presence of multiple parties were those of 1991 and the 
first ones won by a party other than the Communist party 
officially dubbed the Party of Labour were in March of 1992. 
Today, 20 years after Albania has 113 registered political 
parties for a population that counts slightly above 4 million 
people. It has been stipulated that this might even be the 
highest number of political parties per capita in Europe.1) 
Total membership in political parties, according to the last 
World Values poll done in Albania is 14.8 percent.2)

To the present day the largest most determining parties in the 
political arena are the Democratic Party, the first opposition 
party to be created upon the fall of the communist regime 
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3.  The jargon has been pickled up and is used extensively by the Albanian 
media. See for example the following print dailies’ titles:  E. Ajazi: “Partite 
fantazem nuk marrin as votat e anetareve”, 14/07/ 2011, Accessed on: 
http://lajme.shqiperia.com/lajme/artikull/iden/1047074955/titulli/
Partite-fantazem-nuk-marrin-as-votat-e-anetareve ; S. Sulce: “Rezultati i 
zgjedhjeve, partitë fantazma që nuk arritën të fitonin as 0.1% të votave” 
August 6, 2009. Accessed on http://www.gazeta-albania.net/news.
php?id=19338

and the Socialist Party, which sprang form the Party of Labor, 
however made a clear break with the past by denouncing its 
repressive politics and changing significantly its ideological 
profile. 

The change in terms of numbers of political parties is self 
explanatory. What is less obvious though is the fact that a 
large number of these political parties often lack political 
activity, media presence, concrete physical offices, and 
sometimes have even imaginary leaders or candidates. In 
popular jargon they are called ‘ghost parties’.3) This paper 
argues that these parties distort the function of pluralism, 
radicalize public opinion against the political parties by 
discrediting their representative and organizational functions 
and finally are an impediment in the democratization process 
of Albania which remains incomplete. 

In his landmark study on Albanian political parties, the 
scholar Afrim Krasniqi notes that there exist several 
temporary groups of individuals who never managed to 
turn into functional parties and were used by the leaders of 
the main political parties in Albania, the DP and the SP and 
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4.  Afrim Krasniqi, “Partite Politike ne Shqiperi 1920- 2006”, Instituti Shqiptar i 
Studmit te Politikave, Tirane: 2006, p.345.

The Case of Albania

he writes that “despite them being individually irrelevant as 
subjects of study, taken collectively they are an ideal case 
study of analyzing the characteristics of political parties and 
political life in Albania.”4)

A clarification needs to be made from the beginning to 
avoid any misinterpretation of the aim of this paper. Small 
parties are not to be confused with ghost parties. There are 
a considerable number of small political parties in Albania, 
who have regular consistent activity, unyielding presence 
evident in voting processes and even substantial media 
presence throughout the years. The analysis to follow in this 
paper does not apply to these parties. Neither is this paper 
concerned with the negative implications of small parties 
becoming king-makers in certain political instances and 
specific political processes.
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5.  Arjan Dyrmishi, “Albanian Political Parties and Elections Since 1991”, AIIS. 
Tirana: 2009, p.13.

6.  Krasniqi, “Partite Politike ne Shqiperi”, pp 204-205.

2.  chasing ghosts in 
 the political arena

It is almost witty to witness that that the first use of ghost 
political parties posing to be real political alternatives 
was made actually by the Party of Labor in Albania, in its 
deathbed. When the first pluralistic election were held in 
1991, the Party of Labor used its annexes, the Democratic 
Front, the Women Union and the Veterans Comittee as 
separate political parties to achieve two main aims. First by 
adding to the list of choices the Labor Party was essentially 
competing with itself5). Second and most important it would 
create a general perception of chaos6) and attach this to the 
perception of pluralism. People would associate pluralism 
with an anarchic set of futile choices and dislike it. The 
association of ghost parties and chaos persist to this day. 

In 1991, a ghost party, which later became famous for the 
incident, was created under the problematic name “The 
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7.  Krasniqi, pp242-243.
8. Kosta Bajraba, “Albania in transition: elite’s role and perspective”, NATO 

Academic Affairs Office  Research project, Tirana: 1998. Available at http://
www.nato.int/acad/fellow/96-98/barjaba.pdf 

Christian and Muslim Union” and applied for getting an 
appointment with American Secretary of State, James Baker, 
the first high level American diplomat visiting Albania after 
several decades of communist isolation. The party was never 
real, it never ran for elections and was soon forgotten.  Its 
supposed leaders though continued their political life, this 
time as members of other parties.

In 1997, Krasniqi says that the Democratic Party inserted in 
its coalition list two parties that did not exist and the Socialist 
Party did the same for one other fictitious party.7)

The scholar Kosta Bajraba, in a study about elite and elite 
formation in Albania, published in 1998 gives a very frank 
and interesting account about ghost political parties and 
may be the first Albanian scholar to write about them for 
the foreign audience. Bajraba notes that:

“In Albania exist around 45 political parties but it can 
be hardly said that they all exercise political activity. 
Contrary even from the point of view of the most alert 
and systematic analyst the activity of most political 
parties in Albania is inexistent. In fact half the number 
of these ghost parties do not even mention the names 
of their leaders.”8)

The Case of Albania
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9. Barjaba, pp.35-40. 

List of ghost political parties9):

The Party of Independents- its political activity is 
completely ignored

The National Progress Party- its activity is not known 
at the national or at the local level

Democratic Prosperity Party- its activity is ignored

National Democratic Party- practically its unknown

Albanian Universal Party- its activity is completely 
ignored

Liberal Party- its activity is ignored

Labor Social Albanian Party- practically unknown

The Albanian popular league- it’s a small political 
party which become known only for the fact 
that its leader Bashkim Driza was the chief of the 
pyramid scheme (Ponzi scheme) 

Albanian Nationalist Party- its activity is ignored

Ideal Democratic Party – its activity is unknown 

Social Reformer Party- its activity is ignored

He proceeds to offer a long list of parties whom he denotes 
as with activities being ignored, inexistent and unheard 
of. The parties belong to different ideological points in the 
political spectrum. 

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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Albanian democratic Union party- unknown 

Alternative republican party- remains out of political 
life

By the end of the list the author’s patience to 
consider them one by one runs out and he groups 
the following in the category “All remain out of 
political activity” :

Social Justice Party

Popular Progress

Legality Triumph

National Right Defense

Albanian Demo-Christian Union

National Legality

National Prosperity

National Community

New Socialist Party

After such a long and exhaustive list, the author concludes 
that “it is quite obvious that the major part of the political 
forces in the Albanian political scene do not have any activity, 
they remain as reliques in the registers of the Ministry of 
Justice.”10)

10. Bajraba, p.40

The Case of Albania
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11. Dorian Jano “On parties and party Systems in Albania”, Social Science 
Research Network, 04/07/2008 http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=1154507, p.12

12. Krasniqi, p.214.

In another paper, Dorian Jano notes that “although about 45 
political parties are registered in reality not all of them exercise 
political activity. In fact, most of the political parties in Albania 
are inexistent ad do not have any activity, or else most of them 
fail to have a countable electorate.”11) Jano attributes in part 
the large number of political parties to the fashion of endless 
fragmentation, the authoritative mindset of political leaders 
and the quest for maximizing individual power.

One way to spot ghost political parties is to start from a 
cumulative number of party members and see if it makes 
any sense compared to the actual number of people who 
vote in elections, in a context where citizens are increasingly 
disappointed with conflictual politics. Hence, Krasniqi notes 
that in 2001 when 2.1 million voters were registered, around 
180,000 of them were reported as party members, a figure 
that makes 18% of total voters. That is higher than any 
percentage in consolidated democratic countries in Europe.12) 
Krasniqi then concludes that large number of political parties 
registered at the court of Tirana are actually fictitious party 
that do not enter in elections and are unknown to the public 
and to the media. He produces a long list of parties whose 
existence he says can be barley traced in some rare press 
statement given in small local media channel or by some 
anachronic protest notes sent to the Central Elections. 

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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13. Ligji nr “Per Partite Politike”, Republika e Shqiperise
14. Central Election Committee (CEC), Official results of 2001 Elections, all 

figures are available at  www.cec.org.al

Another more concrete and accurate way is to compare the 
number of cast ballots for a specific party and see if a certain 
party has gotten at least the vote of its assumed members. 
The first law on political parties of the year 1991, stipulated 
that the minimum number of citizens to come together for 
the purpose of founding one political party was 300. In the 
changes made a decade later, in 2000, the law increased this 
requirement to 500 initial party members for the founding.13) 
It is therefore interesting to see some of the results of the 
political parties throughout the years which show cases of 
certain parties getting fewer ballots that the alleged number 
of their members:
 
In 2001, two out the 28 participating political parties: 
Partia e Pajtimit Kombetar and Partia Lidhja Fshatare won 
respectively 357 and 496, less than the required number of 
their members.14)

In 2005, all competing parties got more than 500 votes, 
however one party was just 70 votes above this minimum 
limit, that was the Party of Albanian National Security. 

During the local elections of 2007, 14 electoral subjects had 
less than 500 votes in their results for council advisers (see 
Annex 2). Some political parties had almost 0 percent of the 
national vote, with the most striking examples of the Party of 

The Case of Albania
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15. CEC, Official Results of 2009 Elections.
16. CEC, Official Results of 2011 Elections. 

Albanian National Community (44 votes), the Conservative 
Party (27 votes) the Party ‘Albanian Emigration’ (4 votes) and 
finally the Democratic Party Peze – Gjirokaster of Albania 
with 0 votes. The very name of this party makes little sense 
in the original language: It can be roughly translated into ‘ 
Democratic Party Peze Gjirokaster of Albania’ , Peze being 
an Albanian village close to the capital and Gjirokastra a city 
in the south. This party has got 0 votes.

In the General Elections of 2009 the following parties scored 
less than 500 votes: Partia Toleranca e Re (437), Partia per 
mbrojtjen e Emigranteve (376),  Partia e Gjelber (437), Partia e 
Reformave Demokratike (495), Partia Forca Albania (319).15)

In February of 2011, the law on political parties was amended 
and the required number of members for  a party to be 
registered was increased to 3000. The judge that took the 
decision to register the party was also required to put down 
in the legislation certificate the exact number of establishers, 
which by definition are the initial party members.

That very same year the following parties got less than 
500 votes in the Local elections that took place on May 8th: 
Partia Demokrate për Integrim e Prosperitet (74), Partia për 
Mbrojtjen e të Drejtave të Punëtorve të Shqipërisë (389), 
Partia e Çështjeve Shqiptare (366), Partia Kristian Demokrate 
e Shqipërisë (495), Partia Lëvizja Punëtore Shqiptare (98).16)

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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17. Gladiola Bendaj, “ Kryetare partish vetem ne Facebook” (Head of parties, 
just in Facebook), MAPO Magazine, 5/03/2011. 

18. “120 parti ne Shqiperi” (120 partie in Albania, Top Chanel, 21/03/2012, 
available at http://top-channel.tv/artikull.php?id=231155 

The number of parties who got more than 500 but less than 
3000 is much larger (see Annex 1) however their justification 
might legitimately be that they were established before the 
law was established. 

Finally, the Albanian media periodically takes initiatives to 
expose and often ridicule ghost parties through investigative 
journalism. Although the main mission of the media efforts 
seems to be ridiculing the individuals behind these parties 
and not exposing the damaging effects the phenomenon 
has, several pieces offer interesting insights on the current 
state of ghost political parties. Hence in an article published 
last year it was stipulated that ghost parties now have found 
a heaven that hosts them, social media sites. Exposing some 
ghost parties with accounts online, the article mentions 
different political parties which when connected at their 
available numbers, the responses comes from completely 
different institutions such as public administration and 
hospitals. The journalist then concludes that “ghost political 
parties are often also called kiosk political parties but it 
would be good even if they had a kiosk to hold meetings 
because more often than not they don’t even have that.”17) 

In another even more recent piece, Albanian Top Chanel 
television ran a long feature that exposed the existence of 
120 political parties in Albania and mentioned their names 
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as usual associating them with descriptive adjectives such as 
“very strange” and “unheard of”. The piece investigates that 
although the number is quite high the process of registration 
of new parties is uninterrupted and several requests are in 
process at the Court even at the time of the investigation 
done by the journalist. It is also reported that requests are 
denied sometimes because the proposed name by anew 
party happens to be already taken or because the proponent 
party leader does not appear in court.18)

18. “120 parti ne Shqiperi” (120 partie in Albania, Top Chanel, 21/03/2012, 
available at http://top-channel.tv/artikull.php?id=231155 
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19. Wolfgang Merkel, “Embedded and defective democracies”, in 
Democratization, Vol. 11, No 5, December 2004, p.51.

20. Merkel, p.49. 

3.  the state of Albanian 
 democracy 

In a 2002 classification of democracies all over the world 
Wolfgang Merkel, a well known political science scholar 
for having coined the term ‘embedded democracies’ lists 
Albania in the column of illiberal democracies19), pertaining 
to his definition that illiberal democracies are:

Democracies with… “incomplete and damaged 
constitutional state, where the executive and 
legislative control of the state are only weakly 
limited by the judiciary[…],constitutional norms 
have little binding impact on government actions  
democracies where the principle of rule of law 
is damaged affecting the actual core of liberal 
self-understanding, namely equal freedom of all 
individuals.”20)
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21. Democracy index ‘The Economist’ 2011; FRIDE (Fundación para las 
Relaciones Internacionales y el Diálogo Exterior) and Open Society 
Foundation , 2010. 

22. “Albania twenty years after: Reflections on State and democracy” Albanian 
Institute for international Studies, Tirana: 2010, p. 39. 

23. Klarita Gerxhani and Arthur Schram: “Clintelism and Polarized Voting: 
empirical evidence” In Public Choice (2009) 141, p.308

Albania is pinpointed as a hybrid democracy several times by 
several international rankings.21) In a survey of 2010 citizens 
themselves believe that Albania is partially democratic, 
while 20 percent believe it is more undemocratic than 
democratic.22)

This describes very well in a nut shell some of the basic 
problems of Albanian democracy today which coupled with 
a diminishing representativeness of political parties vis a vis 
their electorate is a strong signal of worry.

Political parties in general, and ghost political parties as 
an example of extreme showcasing, display an aptitude 
for clientelism and reinforced client relations with their 
electorate and party infrastructure. In their empirical 
investigation on polarized voting in Albania, Gerxhani and 
Schram argue that even if the main two political parties 
in Albania, DP and SP, display most of the characteristics 
related to clientelistic parties and that one central feature 
of this is the voters expectation that once in power “parties 
will bestow ‘gifts’ upon their clients.”23) 

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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24. Merkel, p.55
25. Gerxhani and Schram, p. 315.

Ghost parties in this sense are both a symptom and a factor 
in the deteriorating of the natural role of political parties 
as forms of organizational and representation and their 
transformation into client-patron structures deprived of 
concerns for transparency, efficiency and accountability. 
Neither could we hope that such phenomena can be 
surpassed with the time lapse and eventual strengthening 
of institutions and institutional modes of operation. Merkel 
notes wisely that defective democracies are by no means 
transitional regimes and that by forming contextual links to 
they can survive for a long time because elites especially in 
context of clientelistic societies see an opportunity to seek 
power through their maintenance.24) The use of ghost political 
parties is hereby presented as one of the mechanisms used 
by these elites and that reinforces and reproduces the poor 
health of Albanian democracy. 

Gerxhani and Schramm also reiterate the point by saying 
that:

“As long as clientelistic parties are able to use the 
government to serve their clients, it may be expected 
that voters will behave the way they have been doing. 
In turn, this gives parties no reason for change.”25) 

Hence in a similar vein it can be argued that as long as 
incentives are embedded in the system that rewards forms 
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of political organization that have nothing in common with 
the true spirit of a political party but are schemes of profit 
and manipulation, than the presence of ghost parties shall 
continue to mark the Albanian political scene with all the 
implications that are associated. The voters than will have 
a consolidated opinion that small political parties an ghost 
political parties alike are evidence of the manipulation of 
electorate representation and fist time voters will be facing 
confusion staring at the very absurd long list of political 
parties with their often funny names. 

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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4. legal provisions

The law on political parties stipulates that the status of 
being a political party can be taken away once the number 
of members falls down from the legal requirement minimum 
or from the number set in the party’s own status.  However, 
the concrete mechanism through which this can be done 
is very unclear and the specific authority is not vested 
with anyone in particular. The final decision is taken by the 
court by the mechanism to initialize such a process is left 
undetermined. 

According to CEC representatives, this institution can not 
undertake any action towards political parties, since it 
considers the court decision of the party registration as 
ultimate proof of a party’s regular existence. Although 
the CEC has in its knowledge full information about the 
concrete results that the parties achieve it follows only the 
Electoral code, where no dispositions at all are included 
that would indicate some informative action to the court or 
to any other instances. There is a minimal space for some 
fact checking for CEC in that it requires parties to submit 
an official physical address of their headquarters and of 
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their leader upon registering for elections. Given the media 
coverage of some of these places being non existent than 
the CEC could step in to address these signals. However this 
could be circumvented easily and serves little to address the 
problem in general.

Hence with the present Code the CEC has no competences 
in this field and can to act as an institution that can check 
and verify the political parties and their existence.

According to law experts, the procedure to verify the number 
of party members is technically very difficult. Once a person 
has signed in the registration act of apolitical party, it would 
require another signed statement of him/her expressing 
the decision to leave the party. This almost never happens 
and experts argue that the resources required for the state 
to verify the present number of members would not be 
justified by the objective. 

When it comes to using public finances, in the past political 
parties would benefit at the moment of their creation from 
state funds by being assisted with an initial sum of 100.000 
leke and being offered premises for their offices. In 2009 this 
changed and only those parties with an average of national 
votes were granted this subsidy. As for their yearly finances 
the parties with mandates inside the parliament were the 
sole beneficiaries of state funds. 

However, according to what has been made public from 
the negotiations that are being carried with the objective 
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26. “PD-PS, konsensus për financimin e fushatës. Partitë mund të marrin edhe 
kredi“ 27/01/2012  http://www.gazetashqiptare.org/pd-ps-konsensus-per-
financimin-e-fushates-partite-mund-te-marrin-edhe-kredi/   

to change the Electoral Code, the forthcoming changes will 
be carried out. Parties shall be allocated public money not 
according to the mandates they have in the parliament but 
according to the percentage of national votes achieved. The 
CEC is supposed to allocate a financial value to each valid 
vote, 5 days after the certification of the results. Furthermore, 
parties will have to compete on their own and can borrow 
money for their electoral campaigns, as long as the loan 
does not exceed the money they get from the state.26)

It remains to be seen if the minimum percentage set to be 
able to benefit from state fund will reflect a consideration 
of the minimal number of party members or if it leave the 
financial options are also open for parties who have not 
even got a percentage of the national votes that would 
correspond to the minimum number of their members. 

Even in the most positive scenario, when all the financial 
elements are taken care of to zero the impact of ghost parties 
on public finances, the social damage done to the democratic 
culture of voters remain. No progress will be done to limit 
the implications of ghost parties taken from this perspective 
unless there is a clear and precise mechanism that foresees 
their closure once they step over the boundary set by law.

The Case of Albania
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27. Zamira Cavo, “Partite ne Shqiperi, Rrezik i Madh per Demokracine”, Gazeta 
Shqip (Albanian daily), 2011-07-03. 

5. Implications for democracy 
    and representativeness 

In an editorial that exposes Albanian parties as a real threat 
to democracy, political science professor Zamira Cavo says 
that “ tens of political parties with the weirdest of names 
sprang up not form democracy not from democratic need 
but to secure a guaranteed place of leader in the system 
we routinely cal democracy.”27) The sheer large number of 
political parties coupled with the anomalous and usually 
ridiculous names that they often have, as elsewhere 
mentioned in this paper, creates  a popular perception that 
anyone can create apolitical party for any unreasonable and 
unworthy reason. It adds to the general negative sentiment 
that citizens have about political parties as actors striving for 
power deprived by any concern for real representation and 
real agendas for progress. 

Krasniqi notes that the misuse of political parties and the 
schemes of large parties to create and support fictitious 
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28. Krasniqi, p. 244.
29. Bajraba, p.43.
30. Corruption in Albania 2009, Summary of Findings, IDRA& USAID, available 

at  http://www.idra-al.org/cs2009/Corruption%20in%20Albania%20
2009%20-%20Summary%20of%20Findings.pdf  pg. 14

parties seriously endangers the role of political parties to 
serve as intermediaries between individuals and the state 
as well as thought pools for political action.28) 

Low trust in political parties is a key element to be considered 
in this analysis. The presence of ghost political parties and 
the ridicule vested with the by media coverage affects the 
public perceptions of citizens, albeit not only about them 
but about political parties in general. 

Study after study proves in Albania that people are 
disillusioned with political parties and have very low trust 
in them. Hence since his study in 1998, Bajraba pinpoints 
that political parties are among the institutions which have 
the minimum credibility to citizens.29) Political parties have 
a score of 33.7 points in a 100 scale, second only to trade 
unions and Property Restitution Agency, when it comes 
to the lowest levels of public trust, according to a survey 
carried out in 2009. Among public officials the reputation of 
political parties is even worse.30)

The effect that ghost political parties produce in election 
rounds by distorting results, misinforming voters and taking 
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up unwarranted media time, are direct threats to democratic 
representation and harm the valuable direct link of citizens 
to politics. 

Ghost political parties have a spillover perception effect 
on real small political parties that are often considered by 
mistake as ghost parties by citizens. The existence of so 
many ghost parties and their common denominator the very 
small number of members, influence the citizens perception 
that being small is being irrelevant. This is augmented by 
the common misuse that the two main large parties often 
make of both small and ghost parties. Since very often small 
political parties as well as ghost ones are treated equally 
and rendered puppets in the big parties electoral schemes, 
the public is induced into thinking that small political parties 
are just as unimportant and even malicious. On one side this 
is also the fault of small parties themselves who allow such 
a treatment, but on the other side, the fierce context of 
Albanian bi-partism allows for few alternatives.  

Most importantly the existence and effects of ghost political 
parties have a strong discouragement effect for genuine 
interest groups that consider the political party as a form of 
organization but discard the idea for not wanting to appear 
ridiculous to citizens. More often than not, a group of citizens 
that would like to unite in order to further their own agenda 
of requests, within the Constitutional logic of the Albanian 
state, refrains from forming a political party for fear of being 
discredited. 
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31. The lion share of this on air time goes to the main political parties and to 
parties represented in the parliament, however even other parties are 
entitled to no less than two spots of 5 min. Provisions for this are made in 
the Electoral Code , Articles 80 and 81.

Other side effects of ghost parties include unfair 
consummation of media time during electoral campaigns. 
In a provision of the Electoral Code, the Public Broadcaster 
is required to make time in its programming during electoral 
campaign for messages and spots of political parties and 
grant to each party that is registered at the CEC an amount 
of time determined by law.31) 
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6. Alternate views 
Ghost political parties, I believe are not a deformation 
of democracy but part of the democracy. In the case of 
Albania the easiness with which parties are created and 
maintained is the result of the Law on Political Parties, 
approved in 2002 and since then amended several 
times as well as by the way they are financed, the way 
they mange institutionalized membership, etc.. Hence 
the large quantity of these political parties in Albania 
is directly connected to the ease that the Law offers. 
For their large number, small electorate and the lack of 
their representation both in parliament and at the local 
[level] they display a lack of efficiency but I wouldn’t 
say deformation. Deformation might be the case of the 
law which offers this high degree of ease for them to be 
created, but as long as ‘party’ means ‘piece’ then maybe 
we have the desire to be in many ‘pieces’.

As long as the legal framework makes it possible for 
political parties to be created and then go on without 
institutionalized control, which would check if they have 
a fixed office , without the institutional infrastructure, 
register of members or even auditing for their funds, 
this will act as a catalyst for ghost parties or parties that 
appear only during election times. In the meantime, a 
good part of them are simply one-man-party and don’t 
have elected structures. From the legal perspective 
opportunities should be created for parties to exert their 
functions however there should be set some limits in 
order for the process not to be rendered so ridiculous.

Geron Kamberi, expert on domestic political and 
development issues 
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 “Political parties are a national asset; the right to assemble 
is an unlimited constitutional right. Some say we have too 
many parties. We have a few tens. We should say welcome 
to any new party.” 

Artan Hoxha, 
Evening Show Prizem, Alb Screen Tv, Aired on April 30, 2012

“It is beyond doubt that ghost political parties are a 
deformation of democracy because they come up mainly 
for two reasons: a) just to promote their supposed leader 
in order for him/her to get a mediocre administrative 
seat and b) they are created by the spin of main political 
parties both in the majority and in the opposition, with 
the sole objective of harming the other side, something 
that the current electoral code and the regional 
proportional system actually favors. Their number is 
scary and they operate like NGOs- centers represented 
by one sole individual. This is a direct harm to democracy 
because it does Not promote the coagulation of 
values and the orientation of the electorate towards 
philosophies, ideologies, and platforms where they would 
feel represented, through their interests or even their 
emotional attachments, values, etc. 

There should be strong control in the matter of verifying 
the signatures that apart collects in order to be registered 
officially at court, but at the same time there should 
be intermediary mechanisms that verify the ongoing 
existence of these political parties that while occupying a 
certain name, in reality they might be not functional and 
have become ghost parties.”

Ilir Kalemaj 

The Case of Albania
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“I don’t believe that we can talk about a full fledged 
deformation of democracy in this case, since they affect 
minimally or not at all the democratic progress or regress 
of a country. However, I am troubled by the sometimes 
quite extensive access to power that this pseudo-parties 
enjoy. I have seen a party that usually can be held 
accountable for littering the walls of Albania with posters, 
who have no presence whatsoever, no media, no program, 
no political contribution, however it manages to remain 
in a coalition with the DP throughout the years and hence 
has unjustified access to power

The interpretation of law is clear. If you need 300 
signatures for a party hen if the number falls under 300 it 
should cease to exist. The problem is that technically this 
is very hard to understand and say when and how a person 
is no longer a member of a political party. If someone has 
adhered in a political party X, he has to present signed 
declaration that he wishes to leave the party and in most 
cases this does not happen, and people continue to 
remain numeric albeit fictitious members of a party.  In 
an effective democracy the political market makes these 
parties disappear but even if they go on to exist they are 
an unimportant and ignorable component regarding the 
existence of a healthy democracy.”

Genci Kojdheli, law expert 
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First and foremost, I think that Albanian ghost political 
parties, like as a number of other organisms and ventures 
in Albania which are just as ridiculous, reflect the low level 
of modernization of the society.

Second, these organizations in a way distort the very idea 
of political parties, their necessity and usefulness for 
the very functioning of a modern political system. This 
becomes more relevant in the context of considering that 
in our days, political parties, even the more serious ones, 
even in the most consolidated democratic systems, are 
no longer popular and attractive to citizens. The situation 
is even worse in Albania, whose exposure to the political 
organization of political parties is a late one and which 
carries the heavy load of communist legacy. 

Third, ghost political parties are an abuse with democracy, 
an abuse with the freedom of the individual to contribute 
in the construction and functioning of  a liberal 
political system and of a democracy which is base don 
participation. 

Last but not least the Albanian experience throughout 
these years has testified that these ghost parties have 
been used to distort the rules of the “democratic game.”

I think that there can be and that there should be 
legal instruments to neutralize the damage that such 
phenomena can cause. Here there is also a role for media 
but at the very end I believe that the bets instrument is 
the “refusal of the society” and this one might require 
more time.  

Albert Rakipi, PhD Executive Director, 
Albanian Institute of International Studies
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32. Ilir Kalemaj “Kërpudhëzimi i partive, quo vadis?” Shekulli 16/04/2012. 
33. A1 Television, vox populi series with Tirana citizens “What do you think 

about he large number of political parties in Albania?” March 2012.

7. conclusion 

Next year, around summertime, Albania shall hold its next 
round of general Elections with many new parties that 
have already entered in the arena. Media analysts are 
already ridiculing the large number of political parties and 
questioning their relevance to the public, since they have no 
ideological programs and have very low public profiles. Ilir 
Kalemaj describes the process of initializing new parties in 
Albania as “mushrooming”.32)

Questioned in a series of interviews at A1 television about the 
large number of political parties in Albania, one by one citizens 
have expressed disappointment, skepticism and ridicule 
about political parties in general emphasizing explanations 
related to “personal gains”, “political maneuvers”, “dirty 
politics” and “pointless establishments”.33)  

Ghost Parties and the Deformation of Democracy:  
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Slowly the image of political parties in Albania and especially 
small political parties (or any political party outside the 4 or 
5 big well-known ones) is losing credibility and discouraging 
citizens from using their civic opportunity to organize, 
assemble and seek organized action for the fulfillment of 
their needs and aspirations. Political parties are the main 
vessels through which citizens can make their voice heard 
and can act together in pursuit of common goals. In case that 
the situation is unaltered the civic apathy which is at already 
high levels in Albania, shall continue and deepen leaving the 
area of political competing only in the hand of a skilled few 
who will only use it for manipulation and personal gain as 
well as in the hands of their militants.
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8. Recommendations 

For lawmakers and Electoral reform drafters

- Draft and implement regulations for clear 
mechanisms that can initiate the procedure of 
removing the political party status from organizations 
that fall under the minimum number of embers as 
designed per law. One potential way is for the CEC 
to act as an informative mechanism and inform the 
court where the political parties are registered (First 
instance Court of Tirana) about election results and 
signal those parties that fall under the new set limit 
of 3000 members, as to initiate control measures.

- Define control measures , timing and al other details 
that are associated with the procedure of checking 
and status removal for the Court.  

- Include specific provisions for the identification and 
removal of structures defined here as ghost parties 
from opportunities to reenter electoral processes 
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and distort results, opportunities to benefit from 
media space and other public assets.

- Consider best practices from the region. The case of 
Macedonia serves the example of requesting signed 
declarations from party founders every four years. 

for the high state Audit

- Refine regulations and empower mechanism that 
audit the use of financial assets granted by state 
budget to political parties as to make sure that they 
correspond to the initial aim of the grant and that 
the use is still relevant and unaltered. 

- In case the New Electoral Code is passed in the 
Parliament, adopt and prepare all implantation 
and management staff capacities to the new ways 
provisions about political party finances as well as 
pay special attention to the control of funds and fund 
use since non-Parliamentary parties will be eligible 
for financial support.

The Case of Albania
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ANNEX 1
Table 1. General Election June 2009 results:

Political party   Number of Votes > 0.1 % 

      of National Vote

Partia Aleanca e Maqedonasve          1043              0.07

 për Integrim

Partia Toleranca e Re          437             0.03

Partia për Mbrojtjen e të          376             0.02

 Drejtave të Emigrantëve

Partia e Gjelber           437             0.03

Partia Rruga e Lirise          1002             0.07

Partia Konservatore           1067             0.07

Partia e Reformave Demokratike         495             0.03

Partia Bashkimi Demokrat          1030             0.07

Partia Forca Albania          319             0.02

Partia e të Drejtave të Mohuara         1408             0.09

Partia Aleanca për Demokraci          1067             0.07

 dhe Solidaritet

Partia Ora e Shqipërisë          786             0.05

      > 0.2 %   

      of National Vote

Partia Demokracia e Re Europiane          2111             0.14

Lëvizja për të Drejt. e Liritë e Njeriut          2931             0.19

Summary:  There is a total of 12 parties with less than 0.1 percent 
of the national vote and 2 parties with less than 0.2 percent. Note 
that none of these parties reaches 3000 votes which would equal 
minimum membership quota per Revised Law on Political Parties.  

(Official figures available at www.cec.org.al )
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Table 2: Local Elections May 2011 Results 

Political party    Number of votes > 0.1 % of
      National Vote
Partia Bashkimi Popullor i 
 Pensionistëve Shqiptar          523              0.03
Partia Demokrate për Integrim 
 e Prosperitet           74              ~ 0%
Partia e Pajtimit Kombëtar           823              0.05
Partia për Mbrojtjen e të Drejtave 
 të Emigrantëve           860              0.05
Partia për Mbrojtjen e të Drejtave 
 të Punëtorve të Shqipërisë          389              0.02
Partia Rruga E Lirisë           1355              0.09
Partia Toleranca e Re e Shqipërisë          700              0.04
Partia Personat me Aftësi të Kufizuar          910              0.06
Lëvizja për Drejtësi e Shqiptarëve          540              0.03
Partia e Çështjeve Shqiptare          366              0.02
Partia Kristian Demokrate e Shqipërisë          495              0.03
Partia Mendimi i Djathtë Liberal          1179              0.08
Partia Lëvizja Punëtore Shqiptare          98              0.01
      > 0.1 % of
      National Vote
Partia Ardhmëria Shqiptare           2503              0.16
Partia Demokratike e Bashkimit 
 Mysliman të Shqipërisë          1726              0.11
Partia Reformatore Demokratike          1653              0.11
Partia Aleanca e Maqedonasve 
 për Integrim Europian         2512              0.16
Partia Aleanca për Demokraci 
 dhe Solidaritet*          3062              0.19
Partia Konservatore           2839              0.18

Summary: There is a total of 13 parties with less than 0.1 percent 
of the National Vote and 6 parties with less than 0.2 percent. *Note 
that only one of these parties reaches 3000 votes which would equal 
minimum membership quota per Revised Law on Political Parties.   

(Official figures available at www.cec.org.al )
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Partia Aleanca Socialiste 
e Shqiperise             499              0.04

Partia Ardhmeria Shqiptare           488             0.04

Partia e Reformave 
Demokratike e Shqiperise            443             0.03

Partia Levizja Punetore 
Shqiptare             393             0.03

Partia e Pajtimit Kombetar            367             0.03

Partia Social Kristiane 
e Shqiperise             296             0.02

Partia Levizja Monarkiste 
Demokrate Shqiptare            251             0.02

Partia Ambientaliste           158             0.01

Partia Demokratike Demokracia 
e Re e Djathte Shqiptare           93             0.01

Partia Demokratike e Rinovuar           76             0.01

Partia Bashkesia Kombetare 
Shqiptare             44             0.00

Partia Konservatore            27             0.00

Partia Emigracioni Shqiptar           4             0.00

Partia Demokrate Peze  
Gjirokaster e Shqiperise*            0             0.00

ANNEX 2
Local elections 2007: Results for council adviser votes

Party name Nr of votes for 
council advisers

National 
percentage

 Source: www.cec.org.al 
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Political pluralism exists in Macedonia for 
over 20 years. The country has experienced 7 
parliamentary elections and as a result of that 
the multi-party system has evolved over the 
years with its own specifics.   

The phenomenon of invisible ghost parties 
existed in Macedonia for a considerable period 
of time. In that direction, this paper makes an 
attempt to analyze the role of the invisible, 
ghost parties and their impact on election 
results in the country. 

A special emphasis will be put on the 
case study of the Social Democratic Party 
of Macedonia, its specific approach in the 
parliamentary elections in 2006 and 2008 and 
the lessons learned. 
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Introduction 
     

As a result of the fall of the Berlin wall and the growing 
liberal tendencies in Yugoslavia, in December 1989 the 
League of communists of Macedonia has reached a decision 
to introduce party pluralism in the country. The first 
multiparty elections were organized in November 1990 and 
since then a total of 7 parliamentary elections (1990, 1994, 
1998, 2002, 2006, 2008 and 2011) were organized in the 
country. Each and every parliamentary election had its own 
peculiarities and specifics.

Given the fact that political pluralism has been oppressed 
for over 40 years in the country an unavoidable proliferation 
of political parties took place.   Over 45 political parties were 
established in the period from 1990 – 1994.  The peak of this 
process has been achieved in 2005 when over 150 political 
parties have been registered in the country. 

According to the current legal framework in the country, 
any citizen at legal age of 18 could vote in the parliamentary 
elections including the persons sentenced to imprisonment. 
On the other hand, every citizen of Macedonia with a 
voting right is eligible to stand as a candidate except for 
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the individuals who have been sentenced court decision 
for imprisonment of at least six months or are serving a 
sentence for a committed criminal offence.    

A total of 123 MP’s are elected to serve a four year term 
in the Macedonian parliament. In that direction, 120 MPs 
are elected according to the proportional representation 
system from six electoral districts and one MP is elected from 
each of the newly established out of the country electoral 
districts in Europe and Africa, North and South America, 
and Australia and Asia. The six electoral districts are roughly 
based on geography, but shaped according to the number of 
voters so that each district holds roughly the same amount 
of registered voters.      

The legal status of the political parties in the country 
is regulated by the Law on political parties.1) At least 1000 
citizens could form a political party in Macedonia. The 
number of the party founding members used to be 500 and 
the number has been increased with the changes of the 
Law on the Political parties adopted in 2007.2) In 2008 the 
provisions of this part of the law were further expanded by 
the obligation of the political parties to submit authorized 
statements of their founding members every four years.3) 

1. Law on Changes and Amendment of the Law on Political Parties. (Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 76/2004), art. 1.

2. Law on Changes and Amendment of the Law on Political Parties. (Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 5/2007), art. 1. 

3. Law on Changes and Amendment of the Law on Political Parties. (Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia No. 7/2008), art. 1. 
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However the number of registered political parties remained 
high. According to the data from the Political Party Court 
Registry in Skopje, the number of registered political parties 
in Macedonia in 2011 was 55. Besides that, there were 24 
political parties whose registration was not harmonized with 
the provisions of the 2008 law on the changes (1000 voters).4) 
Since 2006 the ruling party in Macedonia is the Internal 
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization – Democratic 
Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO - DPMNE). The 
main opposition party is the Social Democratic Union of 
Macedonia (SDSM).    

The parliamentary elections in Macedonia in the last 
decade demonstrated that the invisible ghost parties could 
also have a significant influence on the election results. In 
that direction, unmistakable evidence has established the 
fact that indivisible parties can affect the distribution of the 
seats in the Parliament. 

Given the fact that a relatively big number of political 
parties have been registered in the country, a practice has 
been established that both leading ruling and opposition 
parties form large coalitions for the parliamentary elections. 
The majority of the parties participating in the coalition 
could fit the definition of invisible – ghost parties (registered 
political parties with small number of members, without 

4. Transparency Macedonia, (2011) First Periodical Report. Transparency in 
Political Party Financing. Skopje, Pp.36-40. 
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infrastructure and party activities and in some cases with 
strong family ties).  

 
The number of the political parties which were members 

of the pre-election coalition had a tendency of increase in 
the last decade. In that direction, during the parliamentary 
elections in 2006 the coalition of VMRO – DPMNE was 
composed of 14 political parties and the coalition of SDSM – 
8 political parties. The number of political parties – members 
of the large pre-election coalition further increased in the 
next elections. The pre-election coalition of VMRO –DPMNE 
in 2008 was composed of 19 members. Finally, during the 
last parliamentary elections held in 2011, the governmental 
parties created a large coalition of 22 political parties while 
15 parties took part in the opposition block. 

As a result of the presented statistics, it could be 
concluded that invisible parties can make a difference in 
the overall election results. It seems that the affect of the 
invisible –ghost parties is even stronger in smaller countries 
with lower number of voters and large diaspora such as 
Macedonia. The case of the pre-election large coalitions in 
Macedonia demonstrates that the biggest political parties 
are strongly interested in attracting more and more ghost 
parties in their coalitions. Thus, the explanation for this 
approach is simple: if the ghost parties in Macedonia were 
not useful, the politicians would not exploit them.  

Explaining the role of the ghost parties in Macedonia
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Case of the Social Democratic 
party of macedonia 

One of the most illustrative example of ghost invisible 
parties practice in the country occurred during the 
parliamentary elections in 2006. The example established 
during these parliamentary elections strongly supports the 
assumption that ghost parties under certain conditions 
could have an impact on the election results.  

As a part of the analysis of the ghost party role in 
Macedonia I have focused on a specific case. As a result of 
that I will analyze the election results on the parliamentary 
elections in 2006 and the role played by the Social Democratic 
Party of Macedonia (SDPM). 

SDPM is a political party that fits the framework of a 
standard invisible party. It does not have a visible party 
infrastructure, activities or election program. However, the 
party participates in the elections with own list of candidates 
in the last 15 years.

Although SDPM is one of the oldest political parties in 
the country, it has not made any significant result. It has not 
won a parliamentary seat so far. In general, based on the 
provisions of the political program, its political orientation 
could be characterized as leftwing. It is also important to 
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emphasize that the name and abbreviation of the party is 
very similar to SDSM - the second biggest political party in 
the country.   

2006 Parliamentary Elections in Macedonia5) 

Political 
Party Electoral district 3

Nikola Popovski

Nikola Popovski

Electoral district 5

Ilinka Mitreva

Ilinka Mitevska 

Name and surname of the candidates

SDSM

SDPM

5. State Electoral Commission. (2006). Final results of the Parliamentary 
elections in 2006. Available at: http://www.sec.mk/arhiva/2006_
parlamentarni/Rezultati_poIE_konecni.pdf. [Accessed on 15 April 2012].  

During the parliamentary election in 2006 the SDPM 
has decided to nominate persons as lead candidates of the 
party lists that had the same name and surname with the 
candidates of the Social Democratic Union of Macedonia 
(SDSM), the leading governmental party at the time of 
elections. In that direction, it should be underlined that 
the name and surname of the candidates of the leading 
governmental party SDSM and the “ghost party” SDPM in 
the electoral district 3 were the same – Nikola Popovski. At 
the same time, the name and surname of the frontrunner 
of the lists of both parties were almost identical – Ilinka 
Mitreva for SDSM and Ilinka Mitevska for SDPM. 
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As a result of the similar party names and the almost 
identical names of the party lead candidates, SDPM has 
scored considerably better results than in the other electoral 
districts. SDPM party score in electoral district 1, 2, 4 and 
6 was at average level of 507 votes. On the other hand, in 
the districts were the party had selected frontrunners with 
almost identical names with the ruling party’ candidates 
(electoral district 3 and 5) SDPM scored an average of 3098 
votes. 

Further analysis of this new emerging feature of the 
Macedonian political systems has demonstrated that this 
approach of the SDPM has not been limited to the number 
of votes won only. In that direction, it should be emphasized 
that this election score of SDPM has also affected the 
distribution of the MP mandates in these two electoral 
districts. 

2006 Parliamentary Elections Results of SDPM by 
electoral districts 6)

District 1 2 3 4 5 6

Votes  306 691 3564 775 2632 258

6. State Electoral Commission. (2006). Final results of the Parliamentary 
elections in 2006. Available at: http://www.sec.mk/arhiva/2006_
parlamentarni/Rezultati_poIE_konecni.pdf. [Accessed on 15 April 2012].  
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Given the fact that 20 mandates in each electoral district 
are distributed according to the standard D’Hondt formula, 
according to the final results the ruling party SDSM won 7 
seats in the electoral district 3 and 6 seats in the electoral 
district 5. However, if we added the surplus of the average 
votes won by the SDPM in the other electoral districts, we 
come to the conclusion that in the both cases, SDSM would 
have won an additional seat in the parliament.  

In other words, the confusion created with the identity 
of the candidates has influenced the final results and as a 
result of that SDSM, at the time ruling party in the country, 
has lost two parliamentary seats in 2006.

This approach represented a new political phenomenon 
in the country as it occurred for the first time. However, this 
specific approach did not decide about the winner and loser 
in the elections as it was limited to the distribution of few 
mandates only.    

Parliamentary elections 2006 -Number of votes for the 
parties that won a seat in the Parliament 

District 3

15311

12338

70202

47063

District 5

10997

9071

55657

37412

Party

VMRO-NP

NSDP

VMRO-DPMNE

SDSM
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Another important feature related to the ghost parties 
represents the old political theory notion that the parties 
are not useful for democracies only but for the politicians 
as well. In many countries, such as a Macedonia, political 
parties control career and employment opportunities. This 
concept was applied in the SDPM case as well given the fact 
that after the elections and the formation of new rightwing 
government, its president has been appointed as CEO of a 
public enterprise.  

 
Nevertheless, the 2006 parliamentary elections were 

not the end of the SDPM approach. On the contrary, SDPM 
approach was further developed during the 2008 early 
parliamentary elections. The main reason for the dissolution 
of the Parliament and organization of early parliamentary 
elections represented the outcome of the NATO summit 
in Bucharest. Macedonia was not extended a membership 
invitation due to the existing outstanding issues with Greece 
that resulted in early parliamentary elections held in June 
2008. The elections were organized in order to avoid creation 
of a political crisis in the country. 

During 2008 elections, SDPM again decided to nominate 
candidates with almost identical names with SDSM, the 
leading opposition party in the country. However, this 
specific approach in the parliamentary elections in 2006 was 
expanded and consequently SDPM has selected candidates 
with almost identical names and surname with opposition 
lead candidates in 5 out of 6 electoral districts. 
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The table below shows the similarity in the identities of 
the lead candidates of both parties.  

name and surname of the candidates 
(Parliamentary elections 2008) 7)

District 1

Radmila 
Shekjerinska

Rada 
Shekjerovska

District 2

Jovan 
Manasijevski

Jovan 
Manchevski 

District 4

Zoran 
Zasev

Zoran 
Zasev

District 5

Jani 
Makraduli

Janis 
Makris

District 6

Igor 
Ivanovski

Igor 
Ivanovski

Political

Party

SDSM

SDPM

According to Utrinski newspaper the act of election 
of twin candidates had the sole purpose to confuse SDSM 
voters.8) Besides that, several TV stations have attempted to 
interview the candidates of the SDPM, but in most cases, 
when addressed, the candidates were not aware that 
they were selected as lead candidates or declined media 
interviews. 

Given the fact that this approach of the SDPM 
represented a clear manipulation of the election process, 
the leading opposition party SDSM has filed a complaint to 
the State Electoral Commission (SEC) against the registration 

7. State Electoral Commission (2008). Early Parliamentary Election 2008 
– List of candidates. Available at: http://www.sec.mk/arhiva/2008_
predvremeniparlamentarni/index/listinakandidati.htm. [Accessed on 16 
May 2012].    

8. Utrinski Newspaper, 4 May 2008. Twins to Confuse SDSM voters. Available 
at: http://www.utrinski.com.mk/?ItemID=CFFEFAF8FE0BE34D9D83B52A31
5ED2B6. [Accessed on 21 May 2012]. 
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of SDPM candidate list. As a result of that this approach 
of SDPM became one of the main issues discussed during 
the candidate registration and campaign period of the 
elections. 

However, while regarding SDPM’s candidate list 
was perceived as an attempt to confuse voters, the SEC 
concluded that the Election Code did not provide grounds 
for its rejection. Consequently, SDSM filed an appeal to 
the Supreme Court of Macedonia. The Supreme Court has 
dismissed the appeal on the grounds that “there was no 
explicit right to such an appeal in the Election Code”.

The information that some of the candidates had not 
been consented to be nominated was further investigated 
by the Public Prosecutor office in Skopje. In that direction, 
the Prosecutors office has requested from the police to 
obtain information from the SDPM candidates. Given the 
fact that no such information was received before Election 
Day, the Skopje Prosecutor concluded that the candidates 
in question had agreed to their candidacy. This incident has 
been mentioned in the OSCE Election Observation Mission 
Final Report.9) 

Having in mind that the selection of lead candidates 
of SDPM during the parliamentary elections in 2006 has 

9. OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights. (2008). Early 
Parliamentary Elections – 1 June 2008 – Election Observation Mission 
Final Report. Available at www.osce.org/odihr/elections/fyrom/33153. 
[Accessed on 11 May 2012].
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affected the election results, I have further explored whether 
this was the case with the parliamentary elections in 2008. 
SDPM has won votes ranging from 465 – 1816 votes in the 
six electoral districts in Macedonia. In that direction, after 
the comparison of SDPM election results and the elections 
results of the political parties that won a seat in the 
parliament, a conclusion could be reached that the SDPM 
votes did not affect the distribution of the seats in any of 
the electoral districts in Macedonia in this parliamentary 
election.   

results of sdpm in the electoral districts 
(Parliamentary elections 2008) 10)

District 1 2 3 4 5 6

Votes  1816 1203 1029 1300 593 465

10. State Electoral Commission (2008). Early Parliamentary Election 
2008 – Final Results by Electoral Districts. Availableat:http://www.
sec.mk/arhiva/2008_predvremeniparlamentarni/fajlovi/rez_konecni/
Konecni03072008poIE.pdf.[Accessed on 18 May 2012].   

It should not be forgotten that to a large extent this 
outcome was due to the efforts of the leading opposition 
party to prevent the events that occurred in 2006 when a 
considerable number of its voters were misleaded with the 
identity of the lead candidates. In other words, during the 
campaign SDSM was unavoidably forced to concentrate its 
energy and time to the complaint and appeal proceedings as 
well as to voters’ education in order not to make the same 
mistake again. 
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Finally, we come to the latest parliamentary elections 
in Macedonia which were held in 2011. During this latest 
election process SDPM decided not to select candidates with 
similar identities with lead candidates of the opposition as it 
was in previous elections. Once more the party did not win 
any seats in the Parliament.

However, two new recently founded ghost parties 
participated in the parliamentary elections: Democratic 
Right (DR) and Social Democratic Union (SDU). Although 
the both party lists did not include similar names of the 
leading opposition party, it seems that the main reason for 
their establishment was a government attempt to attract 
oppositions voters, both rightwing and leftwing in the 
Macedonian political arena. 

It is obvious that the notion that “parties are useful for 
politicians not only for democracies” prove to be true in this 
case as well.  Couple of months after the end of the elections, 
the president of the Democratic Right Party, Filip Petrovski, 
announced that the party will unite with the ruling party 
VMRO – DPMNE.11) One month later, he was appointed Vice 
President of the Managing Board of the State Lottery of 
Macedonia.12) At the same time, the President of the Social 
Democratic Union, Lazar Elenovski, has been nominated to 
serve as Macedonian Ambassador to Brussels although SDU 
claimed to be an opposition party. 

11. http://www.time.mk/read/4b57b1d524/bbe160a441/index.html 
12. http://www.vest.com.mk/?ItemID=BE279FD25403704B88F1C37012B94800

&arc=1
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Finally, I have also examined the results of 2011 
parliamentary elections, the number of votes won by these 
two parties and the key issue – whether their results has 
affected the distribution of the seats in the electoral districts 
across the country. However, it could be concluded that 
both political parties did not make any significant result in 
the election. The votes won for DR ranged from 0, 08 – 0, 
30% of the votes won in the electoral district and for SDU 
from 0,10 – 0.31% of the votes. As a result of that, the two 
political parties did not affect the distribution of the seats in 
the parliament.        

conclusions 
   
Having in mind the issues raised in the paper, several 

conclusions about the role of the ghost parties in Macedonian 
political system could be reached.

 
Firstly, it is evident that invisible ghost parties exist in 

the Macedonian political system. Their establishment was 
conditioned by the long period of the one-party system 
in the country as well as the specifics of the post-socialist 
political system. As a result of that currently there is a 
significant number of invisible ghost parties in the country. 
The tendency of their continuous growth which culminated 
in 2005 was limited in the last several years by the legal 
provision requiring a minimum of 1000 founding members.  
The main features of the invisible parties include their 
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absence from the public life, lack of party infrastructure 
and political activities and membership around the legal 
minimum. Besides that, it seems that in some cases family 
or other similar relations may be crucial for the party 
organization.  

Secondly, it seems that in the last decade there is a 
growing willingness of both leading and invisible parties for 
pre-election coalition. In many cases, the political orientation 
did not play a role in the coalition. However, when winning 
the elections, political leaders of the ghost parties have been 
offered lower executive positions within the government.   

Based on the presented statistics, the rising number 
of invisible party coalition members suggests that their 
participation is important in the final score.  Another 
important factor in the rising role of invisible parties is the 
fact that Macedonia has a small voting body and high level 
of migrations abroad. Consequently, this strengthens the 
position of the invisible parties especially in respect of the 
distribution of mandates based on the D’Hondt formula. 

Thirdly, there are examples in the country when invisible 
political parties were formed just to serve one election only. 
After the finalization of the elections, a considerable number 
of the small ghost parties have joined or united with the 
main ruling party. This approach represents a misleading of 
the voters. 
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Finally, the example of the case of the Social Democratic 
Party of Macedonia during the parliamentary elections in 
2006 and 2008 represent one of the most vivid approaches 
for manipulation of voters. The legal and judicial system did 
not have a legal mechanism at disposal to address this issue 
efficiently. Besides that, it seems that further debate in the 
Macedonian society concerning the legal minimum of party 
founding members should be encouraged. The potential 
increase of the legal minimum could be identified as an 
instrument for reduction of the effect of ghost parties in 
the political system. As a result of that further efforts in this 
direction to should be justified.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of small 
political parties on democracy-building process in Kosovo. 
I tried to make the difference between  small political 
parties and the parties as are called in political vocabulary  
“Ghost Political Parties” 1). Small parties are indispensable 
for democracy-building process or creating the basis for 
democracy in an area that never experienced before the 
democratic regime, and in no way they should be seen as 
a single conglomerate. As you will see below, many SPPs 
contribute a lot to the democracy and political landscape 
of Kosovo.   

Political parties are the engine of every democratic 
endeavours, or better saying “the democracy is unimaginable 

1.  This term is borrowed from political parlance  and it means that “‘ghost 
political parties’ are those  political parties with dubious membership 
as questioned by their results in the elections (less votes than minimum 
number of members as required by law), little or no public presence in 
media and often not-to-be found headquarters/web pages/ leaders as well 
as some other criteria.]”
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without the existence of political parties”2). Therefore, 
not only big political parties play or shall play a significant 
role in emerging democracies, but also the small political 
parties shall be very vigilant and proactive for promotion 
of democracy and democratic values, and at the same time 
not to allow the presence of hegemony of big parties3). This 
is very true especially in case of Kosovo, as an emerging 
democracy. 

Small political parties in Kosovo are striving for their place 
in the political landscape. For an emerging democracy 
their existence and activism will be of crucial significance, 
because they will enrich the political life. Therefore, for 
Kosovo as an emerging democracy existence of well-placed 
and profiled small political parties will mean a balanced 
political landscape.    

I have undertaken several interviews with political 
figures, political analysts, media people and head of civil 
organizations that deal with politics in Kosovo. I tried this 
information to illustrate with some numbers from last 
central elections in Kosovo and some small comparisons 
with regional countries. 

2. Diamond, Larry and Gunther, Richard:  As Kopecky´ (1995: 516) has 
observed for the Czech Republic, ‘a conception of democracy prevailing 
among the designers of the emerging democracies seems to be one in 
which political parties are the core foundation of the democratic political 
system.’  Larry Diamond: Political Parties in New Democracies pg.1

3. Interview with Mr. Daut Maloku, President of PGJK, May 2012.
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legal background
Legislative framework that regulates the field of political 
parties and their activity is one of the areas highly criticized 
by many in Kosovo. Currently there are under discussion the 
Law on Electoral Reform and Law on Financing of Political 
Parties.  

Current setup of regulative base is Law on General Elections 
and Law on Local Elections.4) Also, the Regulation for 
Registration and Certification of Political Parties at CEC is 
the legal instrument dealing with this area. Both above-
mentioned laws also regulate the financial sources of the 
political parties. After 1999 until 2008 the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe’ Mission in Kosovo was 
in charge of election process in Kosovo and it run the CEC5) 
and before the independence political parties in Kosovo 
operated under UNMIK Regulation.6)  

 Actually, the Law on General Elections, Article 12 (j), 
stipulates that a political part for registration needs ‘name 
and address of at least 500 party members who are residing 
in Kosovo and who are found on the Kosovo Voters List’ 7). 
This number is hardly to be met by several PPs existing in 

4. KDI, Legislation and Practices the Financing of Political Parties - Kosovo 
2011; www.kdi-kosovo.org

5. Ibid. 
6. Ibid.
7. Law on General Elections in the Republic of Kosovo. www.kuvendikosoves.

org
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the political landscape of Kosovo, and given that they are 
not so active, they can be very easily classified as ‘ghost’ 
political parties.

It is of great importance to regulate this field very important 
for fragile or emerging democracies. Upon establishment 
of any new political party the above criteria of 500 party 
members is very tricky.  It happens that members of one 
party are at the same time are affiliated to another. This is 
so due to the fact that there is no check of list of names 
when a certain party applies for registration at the Central 
Election Commission of Kosovo - Office for Registration and 
Certification of Political Parties. As a consequence, Kosovo 
has a big number and  variety of small political parties against 
its number of population, which are not active.  There shall 
be a checking instrument that will clear out those names 
overlapping in lists of different political parties in regard to 
meet this criteria for registration. 

Small Political Parties 
Political parties in general still face many problems regarding 
their functioning, internal democracy and communicating 
with citizens and political development of comprehensive 
programs. According to one of CEC officials, small political 
parties organize their conventions only to meet the criteria 
for continuing registration and those are usually a formality.  
The main reasons why people vote for a political party are 
regional and personal preferences instead of programs that 
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offer these parties. This is valid for both small and political 
parties. Even that some of interviewees said that small 
political parties in Kosovo are not all about the leaders, the 
reality shows something else. 

Many  small parties that exist in today’s political scene are 
established by the people who did not agree with or could 
not find an appropriate position in their original parties. 
However, in  last decade emerged some political parties with 
a promising attitude, but they are not any more active in 
politics. These are especially Reformist Party ORA 8)  and FER, 
while some other small parties left no trace during their short 
life in political landscape of Kosovo (PREK, PQLK...) During 
the existence of ORA as a parliamentary party the discussion 
at the Assembly of Kosovo was much more streamlined 
and structured and richer. Also, the opposition of that time 
was much stronger with ORA. But after failing to pass the 
election threshold of 5% in Election 2007 they merged into 
LDK. 9) While FER after gaining no votes sufficient to pass 
the threshold merged into Vetevendosje, which according 
to many interviewees was a wrong move.  

Since Kosovo still operates as a single electorate district, 
this stifles the development and progress of political 
parties.10)  Creation of more electoral districts with 

8. “A Power Prime” – a handbook to politics, people and parties in Kosovo, 
pages 48, 49, 50. Kosovo Stability Initiative. www.iksweb.org 

9. Ibid.
10. Interview with Leon Malazogu, ED, Democracy for Development.
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combined Proportional Representation will  ensure also 
better representation of certain regions or towns of Kosovo 
that are currently underrepresented.11) At the same time, 
more electoral districts will enable political parties to 
compete in more wider geographic zones, and spread their 
constituencies.12) 

Small parties in Kosovo are more or less the reflection of 
big parties, with some different features. Also, as BPPSs, all 
small political parties are characterized by ethnic structure 
and they lack membership from mixed nationalities. 

One of reasons for this is that given the context of the 
country they still do not dare to identify themselves based 
on political ideology, and the patriotic sentiment is still 
strong among both  majority and minority political parties. 
There were some initiatives to bring together people of 
different ethnicities under one political subject, but the 
failure in last elections was drastic and gained almost no 
vote.   When it comes to the transparency and corruption, 
there is no difference between small and political parties. 
They are equally corrupted as the big parties.13)  

Regarding their activism, it depends on how much they are 
close to the  power. The closer to power, the more active 

11. Interview with Leon Malazogu, ED, Democracy for Development
12. Interview with Leon Malazogu, ED, Democracy for Development
13. Based on the report of the Global Corruption Barometer perceptions 2009 

by Transparency International, the most corrupt institutions are political 
parties in Kosovo [Balkan Policy Institute - http://policyinstitute.eu/alb/
areas/political_parties_and_elections/]
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and more stable they are. Far away from the power their 
existence increasingly is being called into question.

Profile 
Small political parties in Kosovo are not grass-root parties14), 
but they are parties more based on the cult of personality 
of the leader – personalistic parties15). However, few of 
them are well-structured in terms of their ideology and 
programmes, but when it comes to run for power they forget 
their ideology and programme and become part of coalition 
to run for elections or part of government only according to 
the slice of pie they get. 

Profiling of political parties based on their ideological 
orientation is not only a challenge for small political parties 
but for the whole political scene in Kosovo. 16) Since even 
the big political parties are characterized by poor internal 
organization, lack of internal democracy, the undisputed 
power of the leader, the marginal role of youth and women 
within the structures of Parties, this makes it even more 
difficult for the small political parties, because in order to 

14. Interview with Jeton Zulfaj, Executive Director of NGO Celnaja
15. Diamond, Larry and Gunther, Richard. “The most purely electoralist party 

is what we call the personalistic party (named the “non-partisan party” by 
Piero Ignazi), since its only rationale is to provide a vehicle for the leader to 
win an election and exercise power”. Political Parties and Democracy, page 
28, pp2. 

16. Driton Selmanaj, Program Manager, KDI, 
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survive they are inclined to  opportunism and conformism 
with the major political parties by sacrificing even their 
programs and ideologies upon which they are established. 
And they have no approach to certain problems based on 
their ideology. 17)

Representation of (small) political parties 
at the Kosovo Assembly  
Kosovo uses a proportional open list system. In Parliamentary 
Elections that took place in 2010 for 100 seats competed 
26 political parties and 3 coalitions.18) In Kosovo Assembly 
entered the coalition run by AKR which was composed by 
another six small political parties. This coalition currently 
is part of the Government which is run by  PDK and 
consisted of some minority parties, and it is considered to 
be unnatural coalition since we have  parties with different 
ideologies and programs on it.19) Nevertheless, this is the 
first government after the war which is not established by 
three big parties.20)    

17. Interview with Ilir Deda, Executive Director, KIPRED
18. KIPRED, Kosovo National Elections 2010: Overview and Trends, page12. 

www.kipred.org
19. Interview with Daut Maloku, President of PGJK (Kosovo Green Party), May 

2012.
20. Kosovo Stability Initiative. In 2001, 2004 and 2007 Kosovo’s governments 

were all coalitions which were made as a result of a deal between two of 
the three big parties. This changed in 2010 however when the PDK formed 
a coalition with the smaller Albanian and minority parties. Before the poll 
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The Kosovo Constitution has guaranteed 20 seats for minority 
parties, and this resulted in creation of many political parties 
among the minorities, and compared to Albanian majority 
they can be considered small political parties, but in their own 
community they are more or less of the same size and the 
definition of small political parties in that sense is irrelevant.21)  
Plus the threshold for minorities is 1%, thus making very easily 
for them to get elected for the Assembly.22)

SPPs are more voted in urban areas than in rural ones, and 
also in the local level some SPPs that could not manage to 
pas the threshold of 5% at the central level, here they gained 
enough votes to be part of municipal governments.

As one can see from the table below, in total all SPPs, 
including the coalition composed of 7 parties gained in total 
11.6%, which according to the percentage of biggest party 
– PDK with 32.11%, is not so huge difference. Regarding the 
minority political parties, the picture is very interesting – 22 
political parties and initiatives with only 7.87% of votes and 
with 25 mandates at the Assembly of Kosovo. This is positive 
discrimination action of the democracy which is a good 

the PDK had struck a pre-election pact with Edita Tahiri’s ADK and Bajram 
Kosumi’s PPK. Afterwards it built a coalition with the support of the Turkish 
minority party, the KTDP, the Serbian SLS and with the AKR. The AKR had 
in turn entered the election together with the PD, the PSD, the PGJK, the 
PNDSH, the PPK, the PPI, and the economic expert group E15. The AAK had 
a pre-election alliance with the Lista Ibrahim Rugova led by Ukë Rugova. 
Afterwards Rugova broke that agreement to enter into government with 
the PDK”. A Power Prime, page 62. www.iks.org 

21. Interview with Ismet Kryeziu, Executive Director, KDI, May 2012.
22. KIPRED, Kosovo Electoral System,2011, page 9, pp. 4. 
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feature for Kosovo, as post-conflict and post-communist 
country.23)

23. Interview with Jeton Zulfaj, NGO Celnaja

Table 1:  Results of 2010 Elections for Kosovo Assembly
Name of the party        Percentage of votes    Number of mandates 
PDK                                          32.11 %   34
LDK                                           24.69 %   27
VETËVENDOSJE!                    12.69 %   14
AAK                                          11.04 %    12
Coalition AKR-PD-PSD-

PPI-PPK-PNDSH-PGJK                     7.29 %   9
FER                                            2.17%   0
LDD                                           2.14 %    0
SLS*                                          2.05 %    8
KDTP*                                       1.22 %    3
JSL*                                           0.86 %    4
VAKAT*                                    0.76 %    2
PDAK*                                      0.41 %   1
NDS*                                         0.35 %    1
BSDAK*                                    0.26 %    1
IRDK*                                       0.24 %   1
SDA*                                        0.23 %    0
PAI*                                          0.20 %   1
KTB*                                         0.20 %   0
LEK*                                          0.14 %   0
SDSKIM*                                  0.14 %   1
SDS*                                          0.12 %    0
GIG*                                          0.11 %    1
CDS*                                         0.11 %    0
SNS*                                          0.11 %    0
PREBK*                                     0.10 %    1
SDSGP*                                     0.09 %    0
SKMS*                                       0.07 %   0
SNSD*                                       0.07 %   0
GIKN*                                        0.03 %    0

Source: Central Election Commission of Kosovo 
Note: *These are political parties belonging to minorities 
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Political parties under the election 
threshold
The number of small political parties in Kosovo that could not 
reach the threshold for parliament has varied greatly since 
first local election in 2000. While the three main political 
parties maintained more or less their level of votes,24) this 
cannot be said for small political parties. In local elections 
in 2000, in addition to the above parties, no other political 
party gained more than 1 percent of casted votes.25)  But 
in last central electoral elections in 2010 small political 
parties managed to break through and increased steadily 
their number of votes, even that some of them still did not 
pass the threshold of 5 percent. As noted above, some of 
them are part of government coalition and run ministerial 
portfolios. 

Whereas, countries in the region apply also different 
electoral threshold – Albania 3% for parties and 5 % for 
coalitions, Croatia 5%, Slovenia 4%26), Serbia 5%,27) whereas 
Macedonia has no threshold, there are current discussions 
and suggestion in Kosovo to reduce this to 3%. 

24. Kosovo Stability Initiative, “A Power Prime” – a handbook to politics, people 
and parties in Kosovo; page 56, pp.2;  www.iksweb.org 

25. Ibid.
26. KIPRED, Comparative Study of Electoral Systems in South-East Europe, page 

7.   
27. Election Guide, www. http://electionguide.org/country.php?ID=242
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One of the overarching remarks during the interviews and 
noted in many research papers about the political landscape 
and elections in Kosovo is that the threshold of 5% is too high. 
This is preventing many small political parties to promote 
their ideas, concepts and stay behind their programmes, 
because simply they cannot become of the power structures, 
and after taking part in one cycle of elections they stop being 
active or cease to exist. Proposal by many civil organizations, 
think tank organizations,28) analysts and political parties is to 
reduce this into 3% or as the Kosovo Democratic Institute 
proposes – 3 % for political parties and 5 % for coalitions.29)   

Thus based on the above table the number of political parties 
under the threshold is not so huge at the central level, while 
at the local level small political parties find much easier to 
get elected  because there is no threshold. They contribute 
more to democracy at the local level with their activism, 
ideas, proposals and solutions.30)

28. KIPRED, “One of the arguments to the amendment of election threshold is 
that a natural threshold—1%, equivalent to 4000-8000—encourages the 
participation of smaller parties and independent candidates. The current 
threshold of 5% favours large parties and eliminates the opportunity 
for local civic and regional initiatives. Establishing the natural election 
threshold would allow smaller parties to concentrate in election districts 
where they assess they have bigger support in winning mandates. At the 
same time it would allow bigger parties with a national reach to compete 
in all districts simultaneously in order to secure as many mandates as 
possible.” Kosovo Electoral System Review, Policy Brief, 2012/01, page 31.  

29. Interview with Driton Selmanaj, Program Manager, KDI.
30. Faton Peci Counsellor at the Municipal Assembly of Mitrovica stated that 

the opposition at this Municipal Assembly comes actively from a voice of 
a small political party member, and he also noted the same can be said for 
other municipal assemblies.   
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Perhaps, this high threshold for democracy in Kosovo is 
killing the raise of new parties that could enrich the political 
spectrum in Kosovo and who will have no burden behind 
them. 

“Ghost” or just small political parties
Currently at the Register of Political Parties in Kosovo figure 
51 political parties31).  For our research I have analysed 16 
small political parties from Albanian Majority. Only 5 out of 
this number have no website and it was difficult to find their 
programmes or structure. I find it pretty odd that among 
these “ghost” parties is the ADK of Edita Tahiri, who is a 
Deputy Prime Minister of Kosovo and the  Head of Kosovo 
Delegation for talks with Serbia. But, even for those parties 
that appear to have website, their structure and leadership 
is not so clear and information about them is blurred. 

Many of the above criteria for Ghost Parties are attributable 
to small parties in Kosovo. In spite of having difficulties with 
funds, nobody can excuse them for being so inactive in an 
emerging democracy with so many problems and issues 
like Kosovo. Until 2007 their justification for dealing with so 
narrow scope of activities was struggle for independence, 
and somehow this justified them in the eye of public. But 
after 2007 their mission should be shifted towards the 

31. CEC, Register of Political Parties, www.kqz-ks.org
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overarching problems of our society. Maybe, this is the 
reason why they still are not so active. Simply, it seems that 
they were not prepared for new path of democracy after 
declaring the independence.  

conclusions 
Based on undertaken interviews and the observation of 
political spectrum in Kosovo, the impact of SPPs is not 
satisfactory at all, at least in the central level. While at the local 
level several small parties are part of the local governments, 
and they contribute more to the political spectrum at this 
level with their ideas, concepts and governance. 

Most of the small political parties in Kosovo today are run by 
the people who before establishing their party were affiliated 
to some another party and due to  disputes with the leaders 
or having no room to stand at the spotlight decided to leave 
and establish their own political parties. This fact shows that 
these parties are more ‘personalistic parties’ as highlighted 
above or  parties of the leaders and do not rely so much on 
program or political ideology. 

Another factor why the SPPs are not so active is that the 
media in Kosovo is controlled by big parties and there is no 
room for manoeuvre of small parties, and if we add to this 
that the small political parties have no sufficient funding, 
it makes even harder for them to compete with their ideas 
versus big parties that are very active in media.
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As a bottom line, development and activism of small political 
parties will depend pretty much on electoral threshold, 
which is expected to go down to 3%, and creation of electoral 
districts in Kosovo that is believed will allow for more SPPs 
to increase their geographic representation and gain more 
votes than they currently do. Also, they have to stand behind 
their programmes and ideologies and match that with the 
real problems faced by Kosovar society (i.e. in a country that 
is mainly agriculture country there is no party that protects 
and promotes interest of farmers, or since pollution and 
environmental issues are so acute here,  we have two green 
parties that are not active at all).
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List of interviews 

Jeton Zulfaj, Executive Director, NGO Celnaja1. 

Ramush Tahiri, Political Analyst - Adviser to the President 2. 
of Kosovo

Besa Luzha, Deputy Director, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 3. 
Kosovo

Astrit Gashi, Editor in Chief, daily “Zeri”4. 

Ilir Deda, Executive Director, KIPRED, (one of leaders of 5. 
political party “Fryma e Re” that merged into Vetevendojse 
after 2010 Elections )

Nol Kristaj, Officer for PR, PNDSH6. 

Ismet Kryeziu, Executive Director, KDI7. 

Leon Malazogu, Executive Director, Democracy for 8. 
Development 

Gjergj Deaj, President of PLK9. 

Driton Selmanaj, Program Manager, KDI10. 

Faton Peci, Municipal Counsellor at the Municipal 11. 
Assembly of Mitrovica.
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